
Voices in St. Augustine introduces young 
readers to the Johnson family which 
includes two energetic brothers and a 
sassy little sister. In this first book of  the 
series, thirteen-year-old Joey Johnson 
becomes intrigued with an abandoned 
house and the voices he hears coming 
from its garden. His curiosity leads him 
on a quest where he learns more than 

just history about the Nation’s Oldest City. He discovers 
some new things about himself  and a mysterious connection 
he has to the past.  

Price: $8.99 140 Pages ISBN:  978-0-9792304-5-5

Adventures on Amelia Island: A Pirate, a 
Princess, and Buried Treasure continues 
the escapades of  the Johnson family.  
Five-year-old Katy meets a pirate—but 
is he real or imagined?  Nine-year-old 
Bobby and his older brother Joey visit 
an ancient cemetery and a 19th-century 
fort, as Bobby searches for buried 
treasure that is rumored to still be 

hidden on the island. Local legends and tales of  ghosts add 
to a story filled with colorful characters, humorous situations, 
and a youthful spirit of  adventure. 

Price: $8.99 132 Pages ISBN: 978-0-9792304-0-0

In Trouble on the St. Johns River, Joey, 
Bobby, and Katy are back to their 
adventurous ways.  This time, instead 
of  chasing history, they’re making it.  
Joey and Bobby set out to start their 
summer vacation by going fishing in a 
local pond, but instead end up leading 
a crusade to clean up the environment.  
It’s a story of  awakening that will 

inspire kids to become more aware of  their environment, and 
give them some ideas on how to protect and preserve it.  

Price: $8.99 157 Pages ISBN:  978-0-9792304-4-8
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In Ghosts on the Coast: A Visit to Savannah 
and the Low Country, the Johnson family 
travels to Savannah and Charleston—
southern cities rich in history and 
ghost stories. They visit graveyards, a 
pirate tavern, haunted buildings, and a 
dungeon. Ending their vacation at the 
coastal town of  Pawleys Island, they 
learn about sea turtles, blue crabs, and 

the Gullah culture. When Bobby and his newfound friend get 
into a dangerous situation, they turn to a local ghost for help. 
Stories of  pirates, ghosts, and feisty women make history 
come alive for young readers.

Price: $8.99 166 Pages ISBN:  978-0-9792304-6-2

In Lost in Boston the Johnson family 
is traveling again. This time, they fly 
to Boston and explore several historic 
landmarks, including the Paul Revere 
House, the Old North Church, and 
the USS Constitution anchored in Boston 
Harbor. New experiences—like riding 
a subway for the first time, sampling 
new foods, and helping solve a crime—

add discovery and intrigue to this newest family adventure.

Price: $8.99 144 Pages ISBN:  978-0-9863325-0-0

Author Jane R. Wood uses mystery, adventure, 
and kids’ natural love of animals to capture the 
imagination of young readers ages 8-14, while 
at the same time teaching them about the history 
and environment of five historic areas.

Books may be ordered through  
www.janewoodbooks.com or www.amazon.com. 
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Baker & Taylor  
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